The cardiac Ca(2+)-deficient EF-hand governs the phenotype of the cardiac-skeletal TnC-chimera in solution by Sr(2+)-induced tryptophan fluorescence emission.
In the development of force during Sr2+ activation, phenotypically cardiac muscle is more sensitive than fast-twitch skeletal muscle, and TnC is central in this mechanism. The uncertainty has remained, however, whether such functional manifestations in situ relied critically on protein-protein interactions in the fiber or whether the Sr2+ sensitivities were governed intrinsically within the TnC molecule. To resolve this, we substituted a tryptophan for phenylalanine-26 in both rabbit sTnC (sTnC.W26) and in a chimera (c1/s.W26) where the 41 N-terminal amino acid residues were of bovine cTnC and the remaining 42-160 residues of rabbit sTnC. The metal ion dependent fluorescence emissions of the constructs could be examined in solution isolated from the protein-protein interactions found in situ. The Sr2+ sensitivities of these proteins differed by 0.55 +/- 0.02 pSr unit, but Ca2+ sensitivities were indistinguishable, as in the fiber. In another mutant, where the 27VLGA30 cluster was replaced with D-AD to enable site 1 to coordinate metal ion binding despite closely preserved cardiac structure, the Sr(2+)-sensitivity response was transformed into the skeletal-type. The Hill coefficients were also characteristically distinct for the various constructs. The findings indicate that cardiac N-terminal 41 residues define TnC performance in solution similar to that in situ. Moreover, the study provides unambiguous evidence that TnC isoforms intrinsically dominate the phenotype in the switching mechanisms for both cardiac and skeletal contractilities.